The season of the Technology Christian Association will be officially opened on Friday next at 9 p.m., when the annual freshman reception will be held. Arrangements are being made for a large crowd and the present members hope to attract many new members to the association.

As in previous years representatives from practically all the student organizations at the Institute will be present, each for the purpose of the franchise with the exclusive privileges, attractions, and results obtained in this or that branch of student life here at Tech. Among those who are expected to be present are: Edgar L. W. Warner, representing the T.C.A.; either Captain W. G. Hume or C. S. Frank, representing the track team; and the various members of the association. All are expected to be chosen at the freshman meeting today.

After the various talks all will adjourn to the upstairs dining room, where refreshments will be offered. Following the refreshments time will be indulged in, including the first "snow" for the new year in the songs that are dear to the heart of every freshman.

Many anxious inquiries have been made by the old students regarding the little leather covered books usually appearing on the first day of registration under the direction of the T.C.A. President Warner, when interviewed by a Tech reporter, explained the delay as being due to a misunderstanding at the printer's. However, he said, the books are on the way and should make their appearance at an early hour.

Interested students are asked to be present at 11 o'clock today, and after that time a charge of $5.00 will be levied upon all who are not present. This is the first year that this fine has been in force, and already a noticeably earlier registration is evidenced.

Today at 10 o'clock the bell rings (quaintly speaking) and sessions will begin. Little of the actual routine work will begin before the end of the week, however.

**SPORTING SUMMARY**

**YESTERDAY'S GAMES**

Lancaster 3, Ohio 0.
Pennsylvania 6, St. Louis 0.
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 5.
Boston 1, Chicago 0.

**Annual Freshman Reception by T. C. A.**

**Freshman Class Organizes Today**

**REGISTRATION WILL BE QUITE LARGE**

**All Indications Point To A Large Number Of New Men**

Although no definite results have been announced by registrar Walter Ham- phrey, all indications point to an unusually large registration this year. Between now and registration, up to 1000 names have already been received and a conservative estimate will place the numbers between 1500 and 1600.

Although this year's registration will probably not equal or even approach the record-breaking registration of 1904-1905, when 1783 students were enrolled at the Institute, yet it should rank well in the list of Tech's 29 years. Next to the record breaking year mentioned above, the annual year 1895-96, when 1685 men were registered.

Rogers building and the steps assumed a noisy aspect yesterday, although the rain in the afternoon drove the crowd into the corridors. The line at the bazaar's window assumed large proportions as early as 9:30, and continued to be of considerable length throughout the day. At the close of regular working hours the "callers" he has received in the past two days, Secretary Merrill announced that there is a very popular man. All day long Monday and Tuesday his office has been filled with men who have affairs to attend to.

Among the registrations this year are noted a large number of college graduates coming here for advanced courses and degrees, while each number of foreign students at the Institute seems to be equal to or even larger.
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The first dinner of the new men at the Institute is to be held in the Union this week Tuesday, October 12, at 6:30 p.m. Although this dinner is planned largely for the freshmen, all other men at the Institute are invited to attend. Men connected with the various branches of Institute activity have been invited to speak, and a new man should miss this opportunity to get acquainted with Tech men and Tech affairs. Tickets are fifty cents and may be secured at the Tech office. All new men, get acquainted with each other and with Tech.
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A few changes have been experienced in the instructor staff during the summer, especially among the ranks of the assistants. Of last year’s corps of assistants, Walter W. Clifford, 1909, who has been engaged in consulting work during the summer; Frank S. Loverso, 1910, who spent the summer in the far West; and Morse W. Rew, 1909.

The faculty of the department has experienced but one change since the close of the school year 1909-1910, Professor C. R. Breden, for nearly twenty years assistant professor of Civil Engineering, has been advanced to the rank of associate professor in the department.

Those Who Have Left.

Howard B. Luther, 1909, who was assistant to Professor C. F. Frank Allen last year, went to Germany at the close of the last school year, there to complete his course of study along the lines of his chosen profession. He is now at Weimar, Germany, actively engaged in his studies. In a letter which has been recently received by one of his friends here at the Institute, he says that he spent the summer in a most enjoyable trip through the German Empire; part of the time in the company of Professor Nathan L. Page of the mathematics department of the Institute.

Henry A. Alvord, 1910, who was here for two years as assistant to Professor Rosser, is now located at Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me. He has received an appointment there as instructor in mathematics, a position of civil engineering and began his new duties with the opening of the Bowdoin school year last week.

Arthur L. Shaw, 1910, who last year was associated with the railroad survey department of the Boston and Albany Railroad, having begun his duties with the departure of the Boston school year last week.

Richard L. Cary, 1909, who was last year assistant to Professor Porter, has returned to his former position as instructor of mathematics at Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

New Appointments.

As a result of the departure of so many of the assistants and the enrollment of the new class, the number of new assistants this year will be considerably larger than that of the assistants elected for the coming year. The assistants chosen for the coming year are graduates of the Instituto in the class of 1910. These assistants have been elected by the executive committee of the faculty for assistants in the department: Carroll R. Benton, Walter L. Kowalczyk, Edwin C. Clark, Ralph W. Herne and John P. Wentworth. These appointments are still subject to the confirmation of the Corporation of the Society To Be Active. The members of the committee on the part of the Civil Engineering society are evidence by the satisfactory preparations being made for the coming year.

This society has been less successful than its members will be the society. The number of the Institute. The officers of the society have received a number of suggestions from members of the society regarding the plan of publishing a journal. Although many of these suggestions have been discussed at the meetings of the society, the expression themselves favorable to the plan of publishing a journal, the officers of the society have been investigating the propositions during the summer and have deemed it advisable to drop the matter. When the matter was first brought to the attention of the society the near the end of the last school year opposition bringing forth many sound arguments against the establishment of such a publication.

During the past summer, the officers of the association canvassed many alumni with regard to the propriety of such a publication, and the general consensus among the body seemed to be in favor of such a project. The essential financial support needed to carry the plan was not forthcoming, the whole matter being turned over to the officers of the society to the discipline of the journal.

As a result of the correspondence with members of the society regarding the plan of publishing a journal, a number of suggestions have been made by members of the society, the number of the officers of the society in the establishment of such a publication.
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Although there are numerous examples of successful publications of this kind at many of the other colleges, the officers of the society have been investigating the propositions during the summer and have deemed it advisable to drop the matter. When the matter was first brought to the attention of the society the near the end of the last school year opposition bringing forth many sound arguments against the establishment of such a publication.

No Support For the "Journal." - Although many of the suggestions have been discussed at the meetings of the society, the expression themselves favorable to the plan of publishing a journal, the officers of the society have been investigating the propositions during the summer and have deemed it advisable to drop the matter. When the matter was first brought to the attention of the society the near the end of the last school year opposition bringing forth many sound arguments against the establishment of such a publication.
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The officers of the association canvassed many alumni with regard to the propriety of such a publication, and the officers of the society have been investigating the propositions during the summer and have deemed it advisable to drop the matter. When the matter was first brought to the attention of the society the near the end of the last school year opposition bringing forth many sound arguments against the establishment of such a publication.
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